Retrieving information from heterogeneous database systems involves a complex process and remains a challenging research area. We propose a cognitively-guided approach for developing an information retrieval agent that takes the user's information request, identifies relevant information sources, and generates a multidatabase access plan. Our work is distinctive in that agent design is based on an empirical study of how human experts retrieve information from multiple, heterogeneous database systems. To improve on empirically observed information retrieval capabilities, the design incorporates mathematical models and algorithmic components. These components optimize the set of information sources that need to be considered to respond to a user query and are used to develop efficient multidatabase access plans. This agent design which integrates cognitive and mathematical models has been implemented using the Soar architecture.
Introduction
Retrieving information from multiple databases generally involves complexities that do not exist when retrieving information from a single database [Kim et al., 1991] . Query formulation requires extensive knowledge of the multiple databases to identify the information sources relevant to the query. In a dynamic environment such as the Internet, this knowledge must be constantly updated as new databases are frequently added to and removed from the available set of information sources. Planning access to these relevant sources in a multidatabase environment is also much more complex than in a single database as the order in which information is accessed from multiple component databases can be a critical performance issue. These problems are of considerable interest in the information systems community and a variety of approaches have been proposed (please see Section 2 for a discussion).
Building on the mediator-based approach [Wiederhold, 1992] , in this paper we propose solutions to two key problems encountered in the design of information retrieval agents for heterogeneous databases, namely database source identification and access planning. The database source identification problem is the determination of the set of databases and their specific components (e.g., tables) that need to be accessed to answer the query correctly and efficiently. The majority of the work presented in this paper addresses this problem. Access planning formulates the queries that need to be evaluated on the identified databases in order to answer the user query. Further, it determines the order in which these formulated queries should be evaluated and the manner in which the results of these queries should be combined to answer the user query correctly.
In contrast to previous work on this topic, our proposals are based on an empirical study of human experts retrieving information from multiple heterogeneous databases. However, human experts are not necessarily the most efficient problem solvers, partly due to their satisficing nature [Simon, 1955] and partly due to their limited information processing capability. Because of these limitations, a system designed to resemble entirely the human decision-making process does not always yield the desired performance. To deal with this problem, we develop and embed mathematical optimization algorithms in specific steps of the empirically observed information retrieval process model. To set the context for the rest of the paper, we begin with an illustrative example of the capabilities we desire in an information retrieval agent.
Illustrative Example
Consider the following set of independently implemented relational databases whose schemata are shown in Figure 1 . MillionDollarDirectory Company(Cname, Caddress, Ccity, Czip, Cphone, CEO_name, SIC, GrossSales, Employee)
Figure 1 Component Databases
User Query: retrieve Cname where (And Company_name = attr-name Manufacturer_name Product_name = "Computer" GrossSales > 100,000,000)
English meaning: Find all the computer manufacturers whose gross sales is greater than 100 million. We refer to this query as a global query since it references components of more than one database. For this reason, it cannot be evaluated. To evaluate the global query, InfoB develops an access plan. It decomposes the global query into subqueries that can be evaluated on each of the relevant databases. It then determines the order in which they should be evaluated and how their results should be combined to respond to the global query. These subqueries are shown in Figure 4 . InfoB returns the intersection of the set of company names and manufacturer names determined by these queries as the response to the user query in Figure 2 . 
Figure 4 Subqueries.
Several questions need to be answered to endow InfoB with the capabilities illustrated in this example.
1. what knowledge should InfoB have about the component databases for which InfoB serves as a retrieval mediator? and how should this knowledge be structured? How should the different types of knowledge that InfoB needs be organized to architect and implement the agent?
2. Given this knowledge, how should InfoB determine the minimal set of data sources required to answer a given user query correctly?
3. How should InfoB formulate and evaluate queries on these identified data sources in order to answer the query?
4. How should the results of these query evaluations be combined to respond to the user query?
We use a combination of methods to answer these questions. (Question 1) In Section 3, using Soar [Laird et al., 1983; Newell, 1990] , a theory of human cognition, we analyze data from an empirical study of human experts retrieving information from multiple databases. Based on this analysis, we identify the overall steps in the human multidatabase retrieval process and the organization of the different types of knowledge used in this process. In Section 4, we develop the knowledge representation scheme used in
InfoB. The scheme is based on the Universal Relation Model introduced in [Ullman, 1989; Zhao et al., 1995] and is used to represent meta information about the data sources. (Question 2) In Section 5, we develop mathematical models and algorithmic components to determine the minimal set of data sources that are required to answer a user query correctly and efficiently. The models employ constructs derived from the Universal Relation Model such as the maximal object and global hypergraph and take into account the cost differences between inter-database and intra-database queries [Lu et al., 1992] . (Question 3 and 4) In Section 6, we define planning operators and use a state space search-based planning approach supported in Soar to formulate the queries and the order in which they should be evaluated on the data sources (identified using the models of Section 5) to respond to the user query. In Section 7, we describe briefly the implementation of InfoB using Soar and evaluate the strategies and results of the InfoB agent on a query processing task with that of a human expert who had participated in our empirical study. In Section 8, we conclude with some thoughts on future research. We first turn in the following section to a discussion of related work.
Related Work
There has been considerable interest in both the practitioner and research communities to address the problems encountered in retrieving information from multiple, heterogeneous databases. Recent work in this area has focused primarily on problems related to schematic database heterogeneity and can be characterized into two broad streams --tight coupling and loose coupling approaches.
The tight coupling approach relies on integrated database schemata. When the multidatabase system is created, a global/integrated schema or a federation of shared schemata are generated by the systems integrator Larson, 1990, Marinos et al, 1991] . Examples of such systems include Multibase, Mermaid, Adds, Dataplex, Ingres/Star, Pegasus and WIND systems [Ahmed et al, 1991; Bright et al, 1992; Mostardi and Siciliano, 1994] .
The advantage of the tight coupling approach is that it allows users to transparently access heterogeneous, autonomous, and distributed databases as they would a single database. However, implementing such an approach can be costly. The integrated schema must be redone each time there is a change in the schema of an existing component database or when a new database is added to the accessible pool. This makes the maintenance of the global schema very difficult. In an environment as dynamic as the Internet [Duschka and Genesereth, 1997] it is virtually impossible to maintain such a global schema.
In contrast to the tight coupling approach, the loose coupling approach leaves the task of integration to the multidatabase users. Systems adopting this approach aim at developing tools to facilitate the integration task to be carried out by the user. Examples of such tools include the MultiDatabase manipulation language MDSL [Litwin and Abdellatif, 1987] and ALCHEMIST, an object-oriented tool to build transformations among heterogeneous database representations [Henry and Lind, 1994] . Although this approach is very flexible in updating the component databases, it puts much of the burden on the user, who is assumed to be knowledgeable about the content and structure of the component databases. As the number of component databases increases, it is essentially impossible to find users with all the knowledge required to perform the query formulation task.
The more recently developed mediation/knowledge-based approach [Jeff et al, 1991; Premkumar, 1991; Wiederhold, 1992] combines elements of both the tight and loose coupling approaches. The basic idea is to replace the global schema with a knowledgeable mediator, primarily to support information retrieval. A mediator in this context is defined as "a software module that exploits encoded knowledge about certain set or subsets of databases to create information for a higher layer of applications" [Wiederhold, 1992, pp. 44] . It relieves the user from having to deal with database heterogeneity. The user interacts with an agent and expresses information requests in the agent's language, which usually requires only domain knowledge [Arens et al 1993; Kashyap and Sheth, 1994] . Such an approach has high flexibility and extensibility, because the schemata of component databases are independently compared and merged with the knowledge agent. Examples of this approach include Carnot [Collet et al, 1991] , SIMS [Arens et al, 1993] , Zeus View systems [Yen et al, 1994] , and a context mediator for handling semantic heterogeneity and receiver heterogeneity developed by Sciore et al [Sciore, 1994; Goh et al, 1994] . More recently, the mediator-based approach has also been applied to address the problem of accessing information sources which contain structured as well as unstructured data [Garcia-Molina et al., 1996] .
The applicability of the three approaches described above is determined by the size of database pool, the extent of heterogeneity, the stability of the databases, and the level of sophistication of users. In general, the tight coupling approach can be used in an environment where there are a small number of databases whose data schemata do not change much over time, while the loose coupling approach requires sophisticated users or users with the support of database experts. In a dynamic environment such as the Internet universe where the number of databases is large and ever changing and users are not sophisticated enough to maintain their own schemata, the knowledge-based mediator approach appears to be the most appropriate. This paper uses a mediator-based approach to design and implement an information retrieval agent called InfoB.
The Human Multi Database Access Model

Database Examples
The process of accessing multiple heterogeneous databases is not well understood, because it is a knowledge intensive, non-routine task. We based the design of our information retrieval agent on an analysis of how human experts access multiple, heterogeneous databases. The conjectures about human performance employed in this study are based on the analysis of human thinking-aloud verbal protocols [Ericsson and Simon, 1984] on accessing five heterogeneous databases. Four such protocols were collected. Two were from Expert 1, a professor of Information Systems who teaches graduate level database management courses and conducts research on federated database systems. The other two protocols were collected from Expert 2, an information systems consultant.
Experimental Design
Each expert participated in two experiments. In each experiment, the experts were asked to answer two questions shown in Figure 5 . But the amount of information about the databases and the experimental environment were controlled (See Table 1 ) to identify a) the types of information being used by the experts to select relevant sources to answer a query and b) to identify the process used to develop a plan to answer a query. In both experiments, the four relational database schemata 1 shown in Figure 1 and the schemata shown in Appendix E were presented. In the first experiment, to present the experts with only the minimum information about the databases, database and table names were abstractly referred to as Database i, i = 1..5, and tables were referred to as T ij , i = 1..5, j = 1..m i respectively. In the second experiment, the experts were presented with the complete database schemata with meaningful database names, and table names (as shown in Figure 1 ). In both experiments, the attribute names in the databases were given as easily recognizable terms such as Customer_name etc. This was based on our hypothesis that attribute names were the key piece of information used to identify relevant information sources. We discovered based on the analysis of the protocols that in both the experiments matching on attribute names that occurred in the user query and the attribute names that occurred in the database schemata were the means by which both experts identified relevancy of information sources. This is a very simple procedure to implement in contrast to the more complex database semantics-based matching implemented by other researchers (e.g., the SIMS project) (Arens et al., 1993) .
To observe the different strategies employed in access planing with or without the physical access to the databases, we asked Expert 1 to answer the queries in the form of an access plan, while we asked Expert 2 to answer the questions by actually using the databases to retrieve the data. In the case of Expert 2, the databases were stored on separate diskettes. He was instructed to treat these databases as being accessible only from different machines. No two databases could be obtained at the same time. The schemata of these databases and two query questions were also given on hard copy. The goal was to try to simulate the cost of accessing each database, thereby providing the expert with incentives to make do with the minimal set of data sources required to answer a query.
Each question took the experts from 20 to 30 minutes to answer. Throughout the experiments, the experts were asked to vocalize while they were working on the problems. Their behavior was videotaped.
The verbalizations were transcribed into a sequence of protocol segments. Each segment was assigned a number. The action sequence was indicated by the increase of segment numbers. A model of the human information accessing life cycle was developed based on the analysis of the verbal protocols.
A model of human expert database access behavior
The study concluded that information access involves the accomplishment of the following tasks: (From Expert 2, Experiment 2, manufacturer, employee number, and total asset are mentioned in the user query statement) 1 So first we go to the manufacturer database, 2 but before we do that we have to check the contents of the manufacturers databases. 4.
But we want something on the number of employees, we don't seem to find in the Manufacturers database, though they have the manufacturer name here. 5.
So... and look for the assets. 7.
So we(re) going to the Milliondollar database. We find... We have company name we have number of employees. And we have gross sales. But we do not have something that is very specific on the total asset. 8.
We keep on looking. 13.
And we find the assets, company ID... Marketable Total current asset... So we select company name, number of employees, total assets 28.
From the milliondollar table and asset table  29 .
While number of employees is less than 100 30.
Asset greater than 10 million and 31.
Company-name.asset = company-name.milliondollar. 32.
So that's we are going to do now.
Plan execution process. This is the process where data were actually obtained. Each database was accessed separately to meet conditions specified in the information request, such as "asset > 10 million," in segment 53. 41. So I am going to select those ... which is kind like...
43.
So we have Unitech, ... ABC Microsystems, and Zeos, and 49.
We have the disk 5 (the 5th database) contains assets. 51.
So we got the asset here 52.
Here we have 4 companies with 4 company IDs 1,2,3,4. 53.
They all have the asset greater than 10 million. OK.
Goal testing process. This is a common process observed from both experts, although the task requirements were somewhat different between the cases. Expert 1 was asked to form an access plan while Expert 2 was asked to actually get the data.
(From Expert 1, on Experiment 1) OK, first let me see if this answers the query.
(From Expert 2, on Experiment 2)
101.
We have to look a little bit more, before I make judgments here.
Although our model is derived from analyzing the behavior of two domain experts, it reflects the general behavior of other experts with the same level of intelligence when given the same task environment [Newell and Simon, 1972, pp788] .
We conclude the analysis of the human data with two additional observations. First, attribute names are the decisive factors for relevant information source identification, even though semantics of the databases and tables can provide useful clues for identifying relevant information sources. Expert 1 was first given a set of database schemata without meaningful database or table names. It was observed that he first browsed among attribute names extensively to extract some semantic information about the tables and databases (see protocol segments on page 10). But later with the semantics of the databases and tables, either extracted by himself (in the first experiment) or given by the experimenter (in the second experiment), he still browsed extensively among the attribute names to determine whether or not the tables and databases were relevant. A similar phenomenon was observed from Expert 2:
(From Expert 2, Experiment 2, "find a manufacturer who has less than 100 employees but total assets at the end of 1993 exceeds 10,000,000." ) 1 (reading the question) 2
So first we go to the manufacturer database 3
But before we do that we have to check the contents of the manufacturer database.
This observation is in contrast to the mechanism adopted in SIMS to identify relevant information sources [Arens et al, 1993] . In SIMS, information sources are identified according to the semantics of the databases. In this study, both semantics and attribute names are found to be important sources of information but attribute names play critical roles. This observation suggests that the attribute names provide sufficient knowledge required to identify the target information sources, provided that a common domain ontology is subscribed in order to deal with the problems caused by non-unique names in the information sources [Bhargava et al. 1991] .
The second observation is that the two human experts were satisfied with the answers they obtained within a reasonable time. They made no effort to optimize access to the component databases even though the task description clearly stated that it was desirable to minimize the time to complete the task. This is possibly due to widely observed limitations on human information processing and the desire to satisfice [Simon, 1955] .
This observation suggests that one may not be able to acquire knowledge about designing optimal access plans from human experts. Because minimization of information retrieval time is a desired feature in a information retrieval agent, we developed mathematical models and algorithmic components. These components are used to choose the minimal set of data sources required to answer a user query and to determine the order in which queries to individual component databases should be evaluated to answer the query efficiently and correctly.
Modeling human multidatabase access in Soar: The InfoB Architecture
We used the insights gained from observing the human experts to develop the task decomposition strategies and knowledge organization design of the information retrieval agent. In this section we describe Soar (Newell, 1990) , an architecture for building agents, and how it was used to architect InfoB, an agent capable of intelligent multidatabase access. Specifically, we implemented InfoB in Soar using a problemspace based task decomposition based on the results of the empirical study. We briefly explain some of the features of Soar that make it both flexible and powerful enough to build intelligent agents, and then describe the structure of InfoB, the Soar agent that performs the multidatabase access task.
Soar is both an AI architecture that supports a wide range of tasks [Rosenbloom, 1985] and a unified theory of cognition that has been used to explain data on human performance [Newell 1990 ]. Like many other cognitive theories [Anderson, 1983, Newell and Simon, 1972] , Soar characterizes human cognition as goal-directed behavior, in which people set up goals with respect to the problems that need to be solved, use knowledge to generate actions to achieve the goal, and realize situations where the goal has been achieved. Soar is based on a single set of mechanisms for all cognitive behaviors, such as problem solving, decision making, routine action, memory, and learning. We do not focus on learning behavior in this paper, except to note that it is a built-in, automatic process in Soar, and applies whenever Soar generates a result in service of a goal.
The core mechanism in Soar is the use of problem spaces for task formulation. A problem space contains a set of states representing the situations in a task, and a set of operators representing the means to accomplish the task. Applying an operator to a state generates a new state. All problem solving in Soar is accomplished by search from a given initial state in the problem space, through intermediate states generated by operators, until a desired state is reached. Thus Soar's knowledge includes the knowledge to generate and select problem spaces, states, operators, and to detect the desired state.
Problems occur when existing knowledge to choose a candidate is not sufficient. An impasse gives Soar a new problem to solve, for example, to find the knowledge required to select an operator. Facing the new problem, Soar sets itself up a new goal (a subgoal) to solve this problem. A new problem space is generated and selected for achieving this subgoal, in which the initial state contains the information about the impasse and the goal state is the resolution of the impasse. Impasses may arise in the process of resolving a subgoal, which leads to a stack of goals. Goal stacks are created and resolved dynamically, permitting very flexible, rather than preprogrammed, behavior.
A Soar system is built by augmenting the basic structure of Soar with knowledge needed to resolve impasses. This knowledge is modularized by problem space, with one problem space being entered from an impasse in another problem space, so the possible links between spaces create a network, or in some cases a hierarchy, of problem spaces. Figure 7 shows the top-levels of the InfoB problem space hierarchy. The triangles denote problem spaces. The operators in each of the spaces are labeled to the right of that space.
A directed link from a problem space indicates that an impasse in that space is resolved by the subgoal in the space to which it is linked. Knowledge needed to accomplish the subtasks in each problem space is organized specifically for that problem space. We explain the various spaces in more detail below. The Task space is where the information retrieval task starts and ends. The initial state in this space is the user's information request and the meta information about the information sources. We refer to the meta information as source models. There are four operators in this space, Process-database-information, Identify-targets, Form-an-access-plan, and Execute-plan. The Process-database-information operator corresponds to the process of understanding the data retrieval problem observed in the study of human expert behavior. It maps the source models into hypergraphs of the universal relational model [Ullman, 1989] , the internal knowledge representation scheme used in InfoB. Details related to the hypergraph representation will be discussed in Section 4. The other three operators also correspond to the observed processes of Target- The goal of the Target space is to identify the information units --referred to as targets --necessary to answer the user query. In the case of relational databases, a target is a table containing at least one attribute mentioned in the user's request. The operators in this problem space are the Identify-targetattr operator, which gathers all the attributes mentioned in the user query, the Identify-target operator, which matches the target attributes to the database attributes, and the Add-target operator, which adds the matched target to the Target_list. The final state of this problem space is a list of target tables. The simple attribute-matching method is based on behavior observed in the human expert study.
Definition 1
A target-attribute (A t (I), I = 1, 2, .. n t ) is an attribute mentioned in the user query.
Definition 2
In a relational database, a target is a table that contains at least one target-attribute. one table is needed to answer the query. This redundancy will be dealt with in the process of identifying the optimal set of relevant data sources required to respond to a user query.
The goal of the Plan space is to implement the Form-an-Access-Plan operator of the Task space.
This module is not based on the empirical study of human experts but uses mathematical models and computational algorithms described in Section 5. The initial state of this problem space contains the metadata of the component databases, a list of targets, and a list of cost models of accessing each database.
We do not introduce any new cost models in the paper. We use the cost models introduced by Lu et al.
[1992]. The overall accessing time depends on factors at two levels, the logical level and the physical level.
Factors at the logical level are concerned with the number of databases and tables needed. Factors at the physical level are concerned with the optimal sequence of transactions so that the least amount of data traffic is required. Two operators in this problem space are designed to deal with these concerns, the
Identify-optimal-info-source operator and the Select-action operator. The Identify-optimal-info-source operator identifies the set of databases from the component databases and a set of tables in these databases that are required to respond to a user query. These databases and tables form an optimal set, which requires least logical accessing time. The knowledge required to implement the optimal-info-source operator is discussed in Section 5. The Select-action operator decomposes the global query posed on the optimal information set into single database subqueries and selects a sequence of actions for accessing information. This is described in Section 6. These actions include Querying-database(i), i = 1..n, where n is the number of databases in the optimal set, Pass-values, and Compose-data. The last operator in this space is the This problem space model represents the knowledge structure of InfoB and provides an organizing framework for the technical details that are to be presented in the remainder of the paper. The next section details the knowledge representation scheme used within InfoB to represent meta information (i.e., the source models) about the component databases in the multidatabase environment. The scheme is an extension of the universal relation model of Ullman [1989] to the multidatabase environment. It is used in the implementation of the Optimal-info-source space in Figure 7 . Following that in Section 5, the mathematical models and algorithmic components that make up the knowledge used in the Plan space and its subspaces are described.
Global Universal Relations: the InfoB knowledge representation
As illustrated in Section 1.1, when interacting with InfoB, the user is not required to be aware of the logical organization of the underlying multiple databases (i.e., the user query to InfoB does not contain the FROM clause). To facilitate this design, the knowledge representation used in InfoB is based on the concept of universal relations [Ullman, 1989] . Universal relations have been used to create user friendly interfaces to database applications [Lee et al., 1993] . In this section, we will extend universal relation concepts to the multidatabase context. We refer to this extended model as the global universal relation.
Ideas similar to global universal relations can be found in [Zhao, Segev, and Chatterjee, 1995, Chang and Sciore, 1992] .
• The Relational Uniqueness Assumption
To ensure that a set of attributes in the user query uniquely determine the answer to a user's request in the multidatabase system, we adopt the relationship uniqueness assumption of the Universal Relation model [Ullman, 1989] shown below. Adopting the relationship uniqueness assumption makes sense particularly when a domain ontology is subscribed.
Assumption: For any attribute set A in a given set of databases, if there exists a relationship on A, there exists only one relationship R.
• Maximal objects
When the relation specified in a user query has to be computed from multiple relations in the database, the Universal Relation model requires the computation of a maximal object. A set of tables is referred to as a maximal object if joins over these tables or some subset of them are lossless. The Universal Relation model introduces a hypergraph representation of a database scheme and supplies an algorithm that uses information about functional and join dependencies to compute the maximal object in a database [Ullman, 1989] . However, these results have to be extended to accommodate multidatabase systems. As discussed in the following section, both the extension to the hypergraph representation as well as the algorithm are quite straightforward.
The construction of a global hypergraph
In the hypergraph representation introduced in [Ullman, 1989] , each attribute in the database schema is a node. Hypergraph edges are sets of attributes. Therefore, each relation (a set of atttributes) is represented as a hypergraph edge. Directionality within a hyperedge depicts a functional dependency, i.e., 
Figure 8 Global Hypergraph
• • Static Interdatabase Links
A static link merges attribute names which denote the same real world concept. For example in Figure 8 , the attributes CEO.MillionDollarDirectory and CEO.Manufacturers are merged. Static links are inferred by matching pairs of attribute names in a domain ontology [Gruber, 1993] . We assume the availability of such domain ontologies. As component databases are added or deleted, the static links are updated.
• Dynamic Interdatabase Links • Summary Thus a global hypergraph for a multidatabase schema can be constructed by following the procedure stated below.
1. Create hypergraphs for each component database schema following [Ullman, 1989] .
2. Identify static links. Merge the attributes that are statitically linked. Merge the hypergraphs as in Figure   8 . For illustrative purposes, use different shades or line-patterned edges to delineate the different database sources.
3. Identify the dynamic links from the user query and link the attributes.
The resulting global hypergraph representation of multidatabase systems provides the foundation for constructing maximal objects in the multidatabase environment.
Maximal Objects in Global Hypergraphs
In the Universal Relation model, a maximal object in a hypergraph representation of a database specifies the set of tables over which joins are lossless [Ullman, 1989] . Maximal objects are required in a Universal Relation system to correctly interpret a user query. As noted earlier, computing the maximal object in a global hypergraph involves only a minor extension to the algorithm proposed in [Ullman, 1989] .
Algorithm 1: The construction of a maximal object in multidatabase systems
Input: a collection of objects (tables), a starting object O, functional dependencies on the attributes of those objects, user suggested interdatabase links if any.
Output: a collection of objects that forms the maximal object for the input structure.
Object O is selected as the start. Let ATTR(M) denote the set of attributes that is the union of all objects in the set of objects M. Let attr(M) denote an attribute in M. Let "→" stands for "functionally determines."
M:= {O};
while M changes do for each relation P such that
Algorithm 1 is a straightforward extension of the algorithm used in universal relations [Ullman, 1989, pp 1057]. The extension is accomplished by first representing the multidatabase system as a global hypergraph and then adding a new condition corresponding to the dynamic interdatabase links indicated by {...}, in the algorithm. The essential point of this algorithm is to ensure that each addition of an object is a lossless addition. At the initialization, O is set to be the maximal object by (M:= {O}). The while...do loop checks if all objects in the set that affect the maximal object are considered. The for section checks for any object that is lossless, while the do section adds a lossless object to the maximal object and deletes the factors that were used to derive the addition. Applying Algorithm 1 to Figure 8, by starting from the company table, computes a maximal object which contains all the tables in Figure   8 .
Lemma:
Let M n (O i ) denote a maximal object obtained by applying Algorithm 1 to a set of n objects, R n and the starting object is O i ; Let M n (O j ) denote a maximal object obtained by applying Algorithm 1 to R n and the starting object is
n (O i ) and O i ∈ M n (O j ), then M n (O i ) = M n (O j ).
The lemma states that the maximal object obtained by applying Algorithm 1 is independent of the starting object. The proof may be found in the Appendix A. The purpose of this lemma is to eliminate redundant applications of Algorithm 1. Because we are interested only those maximal objects that contain all the target attributes (i.e., the attributes in a user query), we have the following definition:
Definition 4 : Object M is called a relevant maximal object if ATTR(M) ⊇ A t , where ATTR(M) denotes all the attributes in M and A t is the set of target attributes.
Once a maximal object is identified, an infoB query can be interpreted as joins over the tables in the relevant maximal object [Ullman, 1989] . However, to answer a user query in the most efficient manner, it is desirable to have the minimum set of tables. The following section formulates a mathematical model and develops an algorithm to identify the optimal set of tables from within a relevant maximal object.
Optimal Source Identification
As discussed in Section 3, while the knowledge of the experts results in a flexible behavior, it is difficult to extract [Feigenbaum, 1978] and is often times inefficient. In this section, we develop a mathematical model and algorithm to implement the Optimal info Source space of the InfoB architecture shown in Figure 7 .
•
Model Development
A mathematical model to identify the optimal subset of the tables in a relevant maximal object has to deal with two requirements. First, the subset of tables chosen should be capable of answering the query.
This can be ensured by requiring the set of attributes mentioned in the user query to be a subset of the set of attributes associated with the identified tables. We refer to this as a covering constraint. Second, since joins within a component database are cheaper to compute than joins that involve tables in different component databases, the chosen subset of tables should be such that they minimize the cost of the joins required to answer the user query. We can state these requirements in the informal model structure shown below.
Min
Cost_of_join (1)
Subject to
To formulate the model mathematically, let X be a binary vector, so that Where t is the number of target attributes. Since a maximal object is a connected graph by design, constraint (3) is automatically satisfied. This results in the model structure below.
Min
Cost_of_join (1)
Subject to
Constraint (4) is operative constraint that ensures that a subset of the tables that cover the attributes in a user query are selected.
We next formulate the model for the variable Cost_of_ join mathematically. Consider Figure 9 which represents each table in a relevant maximal object as a node in a graph. An edge between any two nodes in the graph denotes a lossless join. The weight of the edge represents the cost of the join [Lu et al., 1992] . Differences in the cost of joins within a single database versus between databases is captured by assigning the cost of inter-database joins to be some order of magnitude larger than the cost of an intra-database join. If a particular inter-database join is undesirable, its cost can be made considerably higher than other costs in order to preclude its inclusion. In general, the specific cost values chosen will depend on the particular multidatabase environment. A subset of the nodes (tables) in this graph correspond to those tables -the covering tables-that cover the attributes in the user query (Refer Constraint 4). The objective is to determine the least cost tree of this graph that contains the covering tables. This least cost tree corresponds to the set of tables that can minimize the cost of the joins required to respond to the user query. Computing this least cost tree is the Steiner tree problem [Hwang et al., 1992] which is a NP-complete problem. We propose an alternative, if sub-optimal, formulation based on the following observation. The cost of joining the covering tables equals the cost related to the tables themselves (assuming that access to a component database incurs a fixed cost) plus the cost of joining pairs of tables in the set of covering tables. For each pair of selected tables, the least cost method of joining them is the shortest path between them in the graph. Let Reach ij denote the shortest path [Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman, 1974] from node i to node j in the graph. The cost_of_join variable can be modeled as a sum of the fixed cost of accessing a table (here assumed to be 1) and the cost of joining, using the shortest path, each pair of tables in the covering set. The contraint set in the model ensures that the selected tables will cover the target attributes. The objective function ensures that the set of selected tables will minimize the overall cost of computing the joins.
Model Refinement
The model we have formulated above is a quadratic integer programming model . These models can be intractable. However, they can be reformulated into a mixed integer linear programming model by Since the model is used to decide on the optimal subset of tables within a maximal object, model instances are tyically small (8 to 15 tables). This model can be solved efficiently using one of several commercially available solvers. We used Cplex [Cplex, 1997] .
Summary
Given a relevant maximal object for a user query, we have an algorithm for computing a cost effective set of tables from within the maximal object that are required to answer the user query.
Algorithm 2
Input: Relevant maximal object, cost of joins, target attributes in user query
Output: Optimal set of tables required to answer the user query 1. Given a relevant maximal object, formulate the graph shown in Figure 9 . Each table in the maximal object is a node. Edges are drawn between joinable tables. Attach costs to each edge to reflect the costs of intra and inter-database joins. 2. Compute the shortest path between all pairs ij of nodes in the graph. Label this Reach ij . 3. Solve Model 1. Determine the set of tables in the relevant maximal object that are needed to cover the attributes in the user query. 4. For each pair of T i and T j in the optimal set of tables identified in step 3, add in the T k that are on the shortest path between the T i and T j in the graph formulated in step 1, if they are not otherwise linked.
Relevant Tables for a Multidatabase Query
Recall that there may be several relevant maximal objects in a global hypergraph. Algorithm 2 needs to be applied to each of these relevant maximal objects. The tables thus identified are collected into a set called the set of relevant tables. They represent the set of tables that are required to respond correctly to a user query. We integrate the algorithm for computing the maximal objects in a global hypergraph (Algorithm 1) with Algorithm 2 presented above to define an algorithm to compute the set of relevant tables for a multidatabase query.
Algorithm 3: Relevant tables for a multidatabase query
Input: Target attributes, {A t }, set of tables T from all the accessible databases D, cost of joins Output: The relevant table set RT for the given set of inputs.
Let R t (t) denote tables that cover target attribute A t , t = 1,..n t . Let ATTR(O) denote the set of attributes in table O. Let M r denote the set of relevant maximal objects and TABLE(M r ) denote all tables in M r .
1 P := T M r := {} for t=1 to n t do R t {t):= {} 2 while P not empty do if ∃O, O∈P then for t=1,..n t do if A(t) ∈ TTR(O) then R t (t) := O ∪ R t (t) P := P -O 3 for t=1 to n t do while R t (t) not empty do 3.1
[if o∈R t (t) then M:=maximal-objects(o) //apply algorithm 1 3.2 if ATTR(M)⊇ {A t | t=1,..,n t } then M r :=M∪M r 3.3 R t (t):=R t (t)- Step 4 applies Algorithm 2 to each relevant maximal object to obtain relevant tables in that maximal object. Each relevant table set is indexed by the relevant maximal object from which it is derived.
• Applying Algorithm 3
Applying Algorithm 3 to the user query shown in Figure 2 , only one maximal object (the entire global hypergraph shown in Figure 8 ) is found and the relevant table set for the user query in Figure 2 is the set of tables {company, manufacturers, product, produces}.
• Using Query templates to formulate the global query Algorithm 3 computes the set of relevant tables in the component databases that are required to answer the user query. But how should the query that corresponds to the user query be formulated on these tables?
Define an attribute to be a retrieve_attribute if it is mentioned in the retrieve clause of the user query. Let a query template be as shown below. The tables in the FROM clause of the template are the relevant tables computed by Algorithm 3 indexed by the maximal object to which they belong.
SELECT retrieve-attribute FROM tables-identified-in-relevant-maximal-object WHERE (user-specified-conditions AND Natural-join-conditions )
Following the Universal relation model, we interpret the user query to be the union of a set of query templates, one for each relevant maximal object identified by Algorithm 3. This is the global query introduced in Section 1.1 on page 4.
(user-specified-conditions AND Natural-join-conditions ) . . .
Union
SELECT
retrieve-attribute FROM tables(classes)-identified-in-relevant-maximal-object-Mn WHERE (user-specified-conditions AND Natural-join-conditions )
For the user query in Figure 2 , since there was only one maximal object identified, the global query formulated by InfoB is shown below. The tables in the FROM clause are the set of relevant tables. The first three conditions of the WHERE clause are user-specified conditions. The last two conditions are natural join conditions added by InfoB during query formulation. It should be noted that in general there will be one such instantiation of the template query for each relevant maximal object. For the example under consideration, there is only one maximal object and therefore only one query. In general, the global query is not operational, because the tables identified in a relevant maximal object can be spread over multiple databases. For example, the global query formulated above involves two databases, the MillionDollarDirectory database and the Manufacturers database. The site autonomy and the system heterogeneity among the database prevent direct evaluation of these queries [Lu et al, 1992] . The next section provides an overview of access planning --the process by which the global query is decomposed and evaluated.
Access Planning
As mentioned in the foregoing, due to site autonomy and system heterogeneity in a multidatabase system, global queries cannot be processed directly. Site autonomy refers to the situation where each component DBMS retains complete control over local data and processing. System heterogeneity refers to the use of different data models and/or different database packages to implement component databases on different computational platforms. For these reasons, the global query needs to be decomposed into subqueries which are evaluated on each component database. The result of a subquery is then processed by the information retrieval agent as the intermediate result, either to be used as input to another query or to be composed with results from other queries. The subquerying and intermediate result processing can be viewed as tasks to be completed as part of a larger plan. Each task has its preconditions and postconditions and only a plan which consists of the right sequence of tasks will evaluate the query correctly. Each user query requires the development of such a plan taking into account factors such as the time taken or costs incurred to execute tasks such as database querying in a network environment [Lu et al., 1992] .
The planning process can be formulated as a goal-oriented problem solving process. This problem solving takes place in the Action-selection problem space in Figure 7 . The initial state contains a set of linked tables (i.e., the relevant table set computed using Algorithm 3) in a set of databases and a set of user specified conditions. The goal state is the state where the user's retrieve attribute has known value(s).
The operators to move the initial state to the goal state are Query-a-database, Pass-attribute-value, and Compose-data. Figure 10 defines preconditions and postconditions of these action operators. The
Intersect operator is an example of an operator that composes two sets of values. To fully understand the operators in Figure 10 , the following definitions are necessary.
Definition 5: Attribute A is said to be a retrieve_attribute (denoted by Rattr) if it is an attribute mentioned in the retrieve clause of a user query.
Cname in the User's query is a retrieve_attribute (see Figure 2) Definition 6: Attribute A is said to be a border_attribute (denoted by Battr) if it is a retrieve_attribute or if there is an inter database link between A and an attribute in another relevant database table in the same maximal object.
Cname in the MillionDollarDirectory database and Mname in the Manufacturers database are border_attributes (see Figure 1 ). Note that a retrieve_attribute can also be a border_attribute, such as
Cname.
Definition 7: A known_value_attribute (denoted by KVattr) is an attribute whose values can be either specified by the user in the user's information request or obtained by previous actions.
Examples of known_value_attributes in the user's query are GrossSales in the Manufacturers database and Pname in the Product database.
Using these definitions, we present a brief summary of the access planning operators. The Query-adb(i) operator basically states that for a given database i, if A is an attribute and its value is unknown, and all the border_attributes that are not A have known values, then the query_database operator can be applied. The result of this operator application will make A a known-value attribute. The Pass-attribute operator is used to deal with the case when the border attribute of an attribute which we want to make a known value attribute has a known value. The intersect operator is applied when two attributes which are linked have known values. It computes the intersection of the values.
Each operator application has an associated cost. There are many factors that determine the cost function of each action, including network parameters, conditions of the component database host, the database engine of the component database, the accessibility of a particular database, and the host platform of the agent, InfoB. We do not introduce any new cost functions but note that as long as cost functions are available, our state space planning approach can accommodate them. We used the cost function described in [Lu et al., 1992] to assign costs to the operators in our implementation.
These operators are used in InfoB to perform state space search. The method used is a default method called lookahead search that is supported in Soar [Newell, 1990] . This is "standard" problem space spacebased search and space limitations prevent a detailed discussion of look ahead search and the interested reader is referred to [Newell, 1990] . The basic idea to use these planning operators to move from an initial state in which all the retrieve attributes are not known value attributes to a goal state in which the retrieve Query-a-db (i) Condition: Return the intersection of Cname and Mname.
Implementation of InfoB
InfoB is implemented in Soar, which is itself implemented using a production system to store and retrieve long-term knowledge. The knowledge of InfoB consists of 799 Soar productions, coded in more than 8,000
lines of Soar code. In addition, an interface to a commercial MILP solver package has been implemented (see Appendix B for the overall structure of InfoB). All the problem spaces in Figure 7 have been implemented except the Execution space in the upper right-hand corner. The following discussion will first focus on the application of the agent to a query task shown in Question 1 (see Figure 5) . The access plan generated by the agent will then be compared with a plan formulated by an expert.
Application of InfoB to a Query Task
The query task used to test the system is Question 1 shown in Figure 5 . Four databases are available whose schemata can be found in information will be updated when there is any change to an existing database. The output plan is shown in Figure 11 . Group A and Group B in the figure refer to the access plans formulated for each of the maximal objects that were identified in the global hypergraph constructed for this example query.
Group A (Tables included:  company A note on measuring performance of a Soar system: Knowledge for accomplishing a task is retrieved through cycles of production instantiation. These cycles, referred to as decision cycles, continue until the desired situation is reached. It took InfoB 4707 decision cycles and 634 seconds to process the database Figure 11 InfoB Access Plan for Question 1 information and generate the plan for Query 1. We also note that it is possible to run Soar systems with learning turned off, but this leads to duplicated effort and inefficiency. For example, the same task took InfoB 18000 decision cycles and 40 minutes (2400 seconds) when the learning function is turned off.
A Comparison Between the Access Plan Generated by InfoB and by the experts
To validate the output produced by InfoB in Figure 11 , we compare the access plan generated by InfoB with that formulated by Expert B1 (Figure 12 ). customers of Branch 3. In the third stage, all companies whose gross sales are more than 100 million dollars are selected. Finally, in the fourth stage, the expert takes the intersection of the three groups previously identified to get the information requested by the query.
On the other hand, InfoB divides the query task into three main stages --the first two corresponding to queries on the two maximal objects identified for the user query and the third computing the intersection of the results of the first two queries. In the first stage, InfoB selects those companies who meet the conditions in the first maximal object, namely sales greater than $100 million, manufacturing computers and having an account at Branch 3. In the second stage, InfoB selects those companies who meet the conditions in the second maximal object, namely sales greater than $100 million, manufacturing computers and taking a loan from Branch 3. In the last stage, InfoB takes the intersection of the two group to get the final information requested by the query. Using logic manipulation rules, the above can be transformed into:
Computer_Manuf ∩(Customers taking loan ∪ Customer having an account) ∩ MillionDollar_Companies which is exactly the same as the final results from the expert. Thus while the expert and InfoB take different approaches, they produce the same result.
Conclusions
This paper begins to address a problem of considerable importance to the information systems community.
Given the dramatic growth in the number and variety of information sources and innovative applications that package them such as smart catalogs [Keller, 1996] , there is an identified need for mediators to assist with information retrieval. What are the principal tasks involved in heterogeneous information retrieval?
What knowledge sources do they employ? How should an agent capable of performing these information retrieval tasks be designed?
In contrast to much of the work in the literature, we developed answers to these questions through an empirical study of human experts. Based on analysis of the data using the problem space models of Soar [Newell, 1990] , we identified the principal tasks and the knowledge sources they employed. A key example is the attribute name-based identification of relevant information sources which is less expensive to implement than the approaches explored in previous work [Arens et al., 1993] . The problem space modelbased analysis also resulted in the definition of a general information retrieval agent architecture (Appendix B). While the human study provided considerable insight into the information retrieval process, we also found that the observed problem solving process used in database source identification and access planning -two key problems that we focus on in the paper -were inefficient. Using the Soar-based architecture as a framework, we developed mathematical models and algorithmic components to solve these two problems efficiently.
We believe that there is much additional work to be done in this area. In addition to work on extending the scope and capability of these systems to accommodate new types of information sources (e.g., semistructured information sources), much also remains to be done on system evaluation [Kimbrough and Oliver, 1995] . The first line, Company_name, states the information to be retrieved, followed by a number specifying a number of conditions and a and/or key word specifying the logical relations of these conditions. Then each condition is given a new line. 
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